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MY STYLE
As said by fashion guru Coco Chanel: “fashion changes, but style endures“. Each issue, we introduce you to sylish
local people who enviably manage demanding work schedules while looking polished to perfection.

Kris Turnbull

– Owner & Creative Director
at Kris Turnbull Studios.
How has your style changed over
the years?
My personal style has become more
stylish and has a younger feeling to it.
I have gained fashion inspiration from
various places, as my design career
has developed, I had the opportunity
to travel more and discovered many
different influences, cultures and
fashion styles. The most interesting
thing in fashion is very similar to interior
design and I love the eclectic mix,
variety of different textures and colours
in fabrics and styles.
What are your wardrobe staples
for spring/summer?
During the day I will wear a pin collar
shirt most of the times with a silk tie
and a tailored sports jacket. Emporio
Armani glazed trousers and cotton
V-neck t-shirts in various colours are
the norm for an evening out and about.
I have a whole collection of Ray-Ban
Aviator sunglasses but it’s a pair of Tom
Ford glasses which I adore most and
carry on all my current travels. Trainer
swim shorts by Charlie are ideal for
pool, beach and summer holiday wear.
Favourite designer or high
street brand?
The architectural designs of Emporio
Armani’s clothes are the best; the
structure & technique with the
fabrics is top and their quality is truly
exceptional. Les Hommes would be a
more edgy design house, which I have
discovered while travelling to Antwerp.
Metallic touches evoke hard-edged
decadence while bold graphic prints
lend a playful finish to everyday pieces.
Expect sumptuous natural fabrics and
slick textured finishes for an urban
sensibility. My Belstaff motorcycle
jacket is among my favourite style icons
along with the elegance and refinement
of my Hermès perfumes.
Do you have any style icons?

David Beckham is undeniably one
of the most stylish men alive; his
style has been equally talked about
and even highly appreciated. I also
applaud the confidence, effortless
and stylish looks of Ryan Gosling &
Luke Evans.
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